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2 Arx 

in center plate 23, Figure 5, a recess indicated 
by numeral 52, the purpose of Which will 
hereinafter appear. 

Referring to Figures 1, 2 and 5, the reverse side 
38 of the part 39 of the top plate 25 and the ob 
verse side 46 of the stock 22 traverse the cppo 
site faces of a quadrant 8. 
The part 39 of the top plate 25 is provided 

With a Slot fi through which the figures appear 
ing On the Obverse side of the quadrant 4 i may 
be easily Seen. AS Sh0Wn in Figures 1, 3 and 5, 
there is disposed in screw hole 48 of top plate 
25 a thumb screw 66. The Said screw 50 is en 
gaged in screW threaded hole 4,3 of center plate 
28 and in ScreW threaded hole 5 of Stock 22. 
As thumb screw 53 is tightened, the free end 
of the top plate 25 is forced downward causing 
the edge 38 to approach edge 54 of the recess 52. 
The top plate 25 is thereby caused to clamp quad 
rant ; i between the edge 33 of top plate 25 and 
edge () of the Stock 22. In this mariner the 
radial arm, stock 22, may be clamped at any de 
sired position on the quadrant 4 i, and the piv 
oted quadrant 4 l and the stock 22 fastened in 
adjusted position. 

Referring to Figures 1 and 2, the auxiliary 
arm or quadrant ; i is pivotally connected to the 
tongue 5 by means of the pivot lug 20 and the 
pivot screW (5. The pivot screw 15 is disposed 
in a screw hole formed at the end of the quad 
rant ºf, the said screw 35 being engaged in screw 
threaded hole 46 in pivot lug 28. The quadrant 
8 i may be detached from the instrument by un 
ScreWing the pivot ScreW 5 from the Screw 
threaded hole 43. 
The Said quadrant º is curved at the inner 

edge 32 on the arc of a circle. POsitioned con 
centric With the Said arcuate inner edge 2 is the 
point 3 || Which also represents the center point of 
screw 23. The quadrant 4 i further has the 
straight edges 43 and 33 which form at the in 
tersection thereof an angle cf. Î35 degrees. 

In Order to use the certain figures Scales and 
graduations provided on the obverse side of the 
quadrant i, the said quadrant is set as sh0Wn 
in Figure 1. The said quadrant (i in the latter 
position has the straight edge 43 Set at an angle 
of 90 degrees to the edge 3 of tongue 5, together 
with the edge 4 set at an angle of 45 degrees to 
edge 2 of body 6. With the edges 3 and 3 set 
as aforesaid, the edge 55 of the quadrant fi will 
be positioned parallel to and touching the edge 
? Of body 6. 
The quadrant : , Figure 1, has the obverse 

side provided With Scale 33 indicating the usual 
degree graduations. Further, there is provided 
the scale ?i indicating the degrees between Stock. 
22 and body 6. The aforesaid scale markings 
may be easily read by bringing the edge 53 of 
top plate 25 into registration with the respec 
tive graduations 56, 5 and 58. 

Further, there is provided on the quadrant | 
the scale 39 to facilitate the laying off of poly 
gon sides. In operation the edge 53 of stock 22 
is adjusted coincident with the line on scale 
59 having the numeral indicative of the number 
of sides desired for the said polygon. In the 
adjusted position aforesaid there Will be formed 
by the tongue 5 and stock 22 an angle equal to 
the outside angle formed by the base line ex 
tended and the succeeding Side of a polygGh ha'V- 
ing the number of sides indicated by the numeral 
registered on scale 59. With the Said angle thus 
determined the sides of the polygon may be easily 
and quickly laid off. 
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There is also provided on the quadrant 4 I the 

scale 80 Which is similarly adapted for use in 
determining the angle of the miter cuts for the 
polygOn Side. 

EXtending through the stock 22, Figures 1 and 
2, is a Straight longitudinal slot 2 having the cen 
ter thereof indicated by the center points II and 
8. There is provided a screw 50, Figure 2, 
adapted to be inserted in the Slot 12 from the re 
Verse Side of the Stock 22. The Said thumb 
screw 5 is engaged on the Opposite side of the 
Stock 22 il the ScreW threaded hole 69 of the 
quadrant 6, i. As the said thumb screw 50 moves 
Îongitudinally in the slot i2, the quadrant l 
is pivoted on the thumb screw 5 and the pivot 
screw 45, while the stock 22 is pivoted at 23. 
The Slot 2 is So positioned in the Stock 22 that 

as the thumb screw 36 moves longitudinally 
therein pivoting the quadrant : , the edge 44 
Will forin With the edge 6 || the proper angle for 
the Side cuts of the timbers of a gable or hipped 
roof having the main rafters set at a rise per 
foot of rin as registered on the graduations 13 
and 5. 
The quadrant i carries indicator notch î4 

through the medium of Which the graduations 
3 may be easily read by bringing the indicator 
notch i 4 into registration With the respective 
graduations i3. 
Upon the indicatCr notch (; registering on the 

graduations Î3 the pitch for the main or jack 
rafters cf a gable or lhipped roof, the quadrant 
(; ; and stock 22 may be readily clamped in posi 
ticn by tightening the thumb screw 5). Then 
with edge 6 : or edge 32 of Stock 22 used as a 
guide or runner along the timber or base line, 
the edge ; of the body 6 will indicate the plate, 
bottom or level cut and edge l? of tongue 5 Will 
indicate the, plumb, top and ridge cut for the 
main or jack rafters having the registered pitch 
aforesaid and edge !! of quadrant fi Will indicate 
the Side, bevel Or cheek cut for the Said jack 
rafterS. 
The stock 22 has further provided along the 

edge (3 the graduaticas 15. The quadrant 4 l 
carries the indicator notch 5 through the me 
dium of Which the graduation3 5 may be easily 
read. Upon the indicator noich 5 registering 
cin the graduations 5 the pitch of the main 
o jack rafters to which the hip or Valley rafters 
Will be Set, the quadrant 3 and stock 22 may 
be readily clamped in position by tightening 
thumb screw 53. Then with edge t: or edge 62 
of stock 22 used as a guide or runner along the 
timber or base line, edge I of body 6 will indi 
caie the plate, bottom or level cut; edge I 5 of 
tongue 3 Will indicate the plumb, top or ridge 
cut; and edge º of quadrant 4 : Will indicate the 
side, bevel or cheek cut for the hip or valley raft 
ers foi framing a roof having main or jack 
rafters set at the pitch or rise per foot of run 
registered by indicator notch 16 on gradua 
tions 5. 
However if the angle of inclination of a lip, 

valley or jack rafter is known, the plate, plumb 
and Side cuts thereof may be conveniently deter 
mined by first placing the quadrant (I in the 
pGSitica Shown în Figure ... The radial arm 22 
may then be adjusted With respect to the scale 
markings 58 of quadrant : until the indicator 
edge 53 is placed in registration with the scale 
inarking thereon denoting the angle of the said 
rafter. The auxiliary arm or quadrant 6 i should 
then be pivoted so that the screw threaded hole 
63 thereof is placed in engaging relationship with 
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the releasable fastening means thumb screw 56 
positioned in the slot 2 of the adjusted radial 
arm 22, as shown in Figure 2. The auxiliary arm 
ii and the adjusted radial arm 22 may then 
be clamped in position by tightening thumb screw 
5). The plate, plumb and side cuts of the rafter 
in question Will be indicated respectively by edge 
I of body 6, edge || 5 of tongue 5 and edge 44 of 
quadrant 4 as previously explained. 

In Order to frame the rafters for a gable or 
hipped roof so as to have the same pitch as a 
given roof previously erected, or Upon placing 
an addition to a building, the roof of the ad 
dition to have a like pitch to that of the roof 
of the prior building, it is necessary that the 
plumb and plate cuts for the main rafters; the 
plumb, plate and side cuts of the jack rafters; 
and the plumb, plate aind side cuts of the hip 
or Valley rafters for the new roof be determined. 
The foregoing may be easily, quickly and ac 
curately deterinined by means of the last noted 
arrangement of my invention, by placing edge 
I of the body 6 on top of and extending along 
the incline of the given roof previously con 
structed. The said edge i should be placed par 
alel to the main rafters and Should eXtend along 
the Said i?lcline upward from the end thereof 
to the heel or point 6 of the body 6. 
The stock 22 is then pivoted at 23 to a hori 

zontal position, which may be readily determined 3 
by the Spirit level 3. The stock 22, in the level 
position, is then clamped to the auxiliary a?m 
or quadrant ? , by tightening the thumb screw 
5 disposed in the Slot 2 and engaged in the 
screw threaded hole 69. Then upon placing the 
instrument along a timber using edge 6 Gr edge 
62 of the stock 22 as a guide or runner; edge i 
of body 6 Will indicate the plate cut, and edge 
i 5 of tongue 5 Will indicate the plumb cut for 
the main or jack rafters for such roof and edge 
44 of the auxiliary arm or quadrant 41 Will indi 
cate the Side cut for the jack rafters of the Said 
roof. Moreover, it will be readily apparent that 
indicator notch. Î4 Will register on graduations 
3 the rise per foot of run of the jack or main 
rafters. 
Morecver, if the edge i is placed along the 

incline of the hip or valley rafters rather than 
along the incline of the main rafters of the said 
roof as previously described, then after fasten 
ing the stock 22 in a level position and placing 
the instrument along a timber using edge 6 i 
or edge 32 of the stock 22 as a guide or runner 
edge I of body 5 will indicate the plate cut and 
edge ; 5 of tongue 5 Will indicate the plumb cut 
and edge 44 of quadrant ?i will indicate the side 
cut for the hip or valley rafters. Furthermore, 
notch 6 Will register on the graduations 5 the 
rise per foot of run of the main rafters for such 
roof. And as previously explained With the rise 
per foot of run of the main rafters determined 
the several cuts for the jack rafters, main raft 
ers or hip or valley rafters may be quickly deter 
mined. 

Further, it is readily apparent that with the 
rise per foot of run of the main rafters thus 
determined, the length of the main rafters and 
the hip or valley rafters for such roof may be 
easily computed by multiplying the width of the 
building by the proper factors for such rise per 
foot of run as indicated on body 6 and previously 
explained. 
Formed at the end of the stock 22 on the ob 

verse side thereof as shown by Figures 1, 2 and 
3, is a raised part 65 having provided in the edge 
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thereof a slot adapted to seat a part of the 
end of the body 6 upon the closing or bringing 
together of body 6 and stock 22 as shown in 
Figures 1 and 3. In such closed position edge 
9 of the center plate 28 is positioned parallel 

to and touching edge 2 of body 6. Furthermore, 
top plate 25 and part 39 thereof both in part 
traverse a portion of the obverse side of the body 
6, as shown by the broken lines in Figures 1 
and 4. 
Provided in the part 65 is a hole 64, Figures 

1 and 2 Which extends through the stock 22 and 
by means of Which my invention is adapted for 
the scribing of circles. The same is accomplished 
by placing a nail, aWl or other suitable device 
in and projecting through the hole Gé With the 
point of the device adapted for the center point 
of the circle. Then placing a pencil or other 
Suitabie marking device in the notch 63 of the 
quadrant i, the stock 22 and quadrant 4 may 
be pivoted until the desired radius is obtained. 
The quadrant 4 aind stock 22 may be secured 
in the adjusted position by tightening the thumb 
SCreW 5 in the hole 5 i forcing the top plate 
25 downward clamping quadrant 4 l to stock 22 
as preViOUSy eXplained. The notch 63 may then 
be SWung about the point inserted in the hole 
33, and the circumference of the circle formed 
by the Inarking device held in the notch 63. It 
is readily apparent that notch i 3 in body 6 may 
be Similarly used. Further, notches 4 and 63 
are readily adaptable for scribing or gauging by 
using the edge 62 of the stock 22 as a guide or 
runner along a timber edge and placing a pencil 
or other suitable marking device in either or both 
notches. 
A notch 35 is further provided at the end of 

the stock 32. The said notch 66 is so positioned 
that with the stock 22 set at an angle of 45 de 
grees from the body and tongue members a line 
draWn through the point of the heel 6 and the 
noich 66 Will also make an angle of 45 degrees 
With the said body and tongue members. Then upon 
placing tongue 5 and body 6 over the circumfer 
ence line of a circle at equal distances from the 
heel. 6 of the square, the line as aforesaid drawn 
between the points 6 and 66, Will indicate the 
Center line of the circle. The same therefore 
Serves as a convenient means for determining 
the center of the circle. 

It is readily apparent that, a convenient plumb 
rule, try square and a miter square are formed 
by stock 22 and body 6 being closed together 
and thumb screW 5 being disposed in the screw 
hole 33 of the stock 22 and engaged in the ScreW 
threaded hole 69 of the quadrant 4i. A fur 
ther convenient arrangement is provided by plac 
ing the stock 22 and tongue 5 together, and piv 
oting the quadrant i so that edge 33 of quadrant 
4 i is parallel and touching edge || 8 of tongue 5. 
The same being fastened in the said position 
by disposing thumb screw 5 in screw hole 68 of 
the Stock 22 engaging screw threaded hole T | of 
Cuadrant 3 i. 
On edge 6 of the stock 22 is provided a notch 

! conveniently arranged so that upon the body 
6 and stock 22 being closed, Figure 1, the said 
notch it is opposite the 12 inch graduations on 
the body 6. The said notch 0 is adapted for 
uSe in Spacing joistS or studding to 12 inches on 
centers. 
There are further operations in connection with 

framing and carpentry work Which may be fa 
cilitated by the use of the implement above de 
Scribed such as the laying off of stair carriages 

  



4. 
or stringers and other operations. However, the 
examples above described are deemed suficient 
Without attempting to describe others which Will 
be apparent to the Skilled mechanic and car 
penter. 

It will be readily understood that minor changes 
in the size, form and construction of the vari 
Otis partS Of my in Vention may be made and Sub 
stituted for those herein Shown and described 
without departing from the spirit of my inven 
tion the scope of which is set forth in the append 
ed Claini.S. 
Having thus described my invention, What I 

claim as my invention and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent is: 

1. The combination with a square having body 
and tongue members, of a radial arm having Scale 
markings thereon Substantially as ShoWIn and 
described, a quadrant shaped arm pivotally at 
tached to the tongue member aforesaid, and the 
Said quadrant Shaped arim having a pivotal and 
slidable connection with the said radial arm, the 
said quadrant Shaped al'm having provided a 
straight Outer edge adapted to form With the 
radial arm the angle of the side cut for hip, Val 
ley and jack rafters of a gabie roof when the 
body member and radial arm aforementioned are 
adjusted to the angle of inclitiation of the Said 
rafters, and means provided on the said quadrant 
Shaped arm for registering on the scale mark 
ings provided on the radial arm aforesald. 

2. The combination With a Square la Ving body 
and tongue members, of a radial arm pivotally at 
tached to the Said Square, the Said radial arm 
having Scale markings and a Spirit level pro 
vided thereon, an auxiliary arm pivotally at 
tached to the tongue member aforesaid and the 
said auxiliary arm having a sliding connection 
With the said radial arm and having indicator 
means adapted to register on the scale markings 
provided on the radial arm aforesaid, the rise 
of the main rafters of a gable roof, When the 
body member is set along the incline of a valley 
rafter of a gable roof and the radial arm is piv 
oted to a level position as registered by the 
spirit level mounted on the said radial arm. 

5. The combination with a square having a 
body and a tongue disposed at right angles to 
each other, of a quadrant shaped arm pivoted 
to the said tongue, the said quadrant Shaped 
arm having straight outer edges forming at the 
juncture thereof a fixed angle, and having an 
inner edge formed on the arc of a circle, a ra 
dial arm pivoted at a point concentric With the 
said arcuate inner edge, the radial arm afore 
said having a longitudinal slot therein and Scale 
markings at opposite sides of the said slot sub 
stantially as shown and described, a screw siid 
ably positioned in the said slot, the said screw 
pivotally engaging the said quadrant shaped arm, 
the said quadrant having indicator notches 
adapted to register on the Scale markings pro 
vided on the radial arm at opposite sides of the 
Slot aforesaid. 

4. The combination with a square having body 
and tongue members, Of a radial arm pivotally 
attached to the Said square, the Said iradial arm 
having scale markings and a spirit level provided 
thereon, a quadrant shaped arm pivotally at 
tached at one end to the tongue member afore 
said and the Opposite end of the said quadrant 
Shaped arm having a pivotal and slidable con 
nection with the said radial arm, and means pro 
Vided on the said quadrant shaped arm adapted 
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to register on the scale markings of the radial 
arm aforesaid. 

5. The combination with a square having body 
and tongue members, of an auxiliary arm pivot 
ally attached at one end to the tongue member 
aforesaid, a radial arm having a spirit level 
mounted thereon, the said radial arm having 
a pivotal connection With the auxilialy arm 
aforesaid, the said auxiliary am having a 
straight outer edge, and means adapted to pivot 
the said auxiliary arm in such a manner as to 
cause the Said Outer edge to form with the radial 
arm the angle of the side cut for hip, Valley and 
jack rafters When the body member is Set along 
the incline of the Said rafter for Which the Side 
cut is desired and the radial arm is pivoted to a 
level position as registered by the spirit level 
mounted on the said radial arm. 

6. The combination With a SQuare having body 
and tongue members, of a radial arm pivotally 
attached to the said square, the Said radial arm 
having scale markings and a spirit level pro 
vided thereon, an auxiliary arm having the Shape 
substantially of a quadrant and the said auX 
iliary arm having a straight edge, the said auX 
iliary arm pivotaily attached to the tongue mem 
ber aforesaid and the Said auxiliary arm having 
a pivotal and Slidable connection with the said 
radial arm and having indicator means adapted 
to register on the scale markings provided on 
the radial arm aforesaid the rise of the main 
rafters of a gable roof when the body member 
is set along the incline of a valley or hip rafter 
of a gable roof and the radial arm is pivoted 
to a level position as registered by the spirit level 
mounted on the said radial arm, the said radial 
aim aid the said straight edge of the said aux 
iliary arm being thereby positioned in such a 
ina.Inner as to cause the said straight edge of the 
Said auxiliary arm to form With the Said radial 
arm an angle equal to the angle of the side cut 
Cf the said hip or Valley rafter and the said ra 
dial arm to form with the said body member an 
angle equal to the angle of the plate cut of the 
said rafter, and the said radial arm to form with 
the said tongue member an angle equal to the 
angle of the plumb cut of the said rafter. 

7. The combination with a squere having a 
body and a tongue disposed at right angles to 
each other, of an auxiliary arin having the shape 
substantially of a guadrant, and the said auxiliary 
arm having a straight outer edge and an inner 
edge forIned on the arc of a circle, the said aux 
iliary arin having one end thereof pivotally con 
nected to the aforesaid tongue member, a ra 
dial arm pivotally connected to the said square 
at a point concentric with the said arcuate in 
ner edge of the said auxiliary arin, releagabie 
means siidably and pivotally connecting the other 
end of the said auxiliary arim to the said radial 
arm, and a spirit level mounted on the said 
radial arm in such a manner as to indicate when 
the said radial arm is positioned in a level posi 
tion whereby when the body member is set along 
the incline of a hip, valley or jack rafter of a 
gable roof and the radial arm is pivoted to a 
level position as registered by the said spirit 
level, the straight edge of the auxiliary arm is 
thereby positioned in such a mainer as to form 
With the radial arm an angle equal to the angle 
of the Side cut of the said hip, valley or jack 
rafter, and the said radial arm is positioned in 
such a manner as to form with the said body 
member an angle equal to the angle of the 
plate cut of the said hip, valley or jack rafter, 
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and the said radial arm is positioned in such a 
manner as to form With the said tongue member 
an angle equal to the angle of the plumb cut 
of the said hip, valley or jack rafter, and in 
cluding means adapted to indicate the rise of 
the said rafters. 

8. The combination With a square having body 
and tongue members of a radial arm pivotally 

5 

attached to the said square, an auxillary arm - 
having the Shape substantially of a quadrant, 
a series of Scale markings provided on the Said 
auxiliary arm, and indicator means provided on 
the said radial arm adapted to register on the 
said scale markings, the said auxiliary arm piv 
otally attached to the tongue member aforesaid, 
and the said auxiliary arm having a straight edge, 
and releasable means for Connecting the Said 
auxiliary arm With the said radial arm, Whereby 
the straight edge of the Said auxiliary arm Will 
be adapted to form With the radial arm the an 
gle of the Side cut, and the body member Wili 
be adapted to form With the said radial arm the 
angle of the plate cut, and the said tongue mem 
ber Will be adapted to form With the Said radial 
arm the angle of the plumb cut for a hip, Valley 
or jack rafter of a gable roof having a rafter rise 
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as registered on the scale markings aforesaid, 
upon the said radial arm being first adjusted in 
registering relationship With the Said scale mark 
ings so as to indicate thereon the rise of the 
roof rafter and then the said auxiliary arm be 
ing So adjusted as to be connected With the said 
adjusted radial arm by the releasable connect 
ing means aforesaid. 

9. The combination comprising a supporting 
member, a radial arm member pivotally attached 
to the said supporting member, an auxillary arm 
having a pivotal connection with one of the said 
members, and releasable means for connecting 
the said auxiliary arm to the other member, the 
said auxiliary arm having the shape substantially 
of a quadrant, a series of scale markings pro 
vided on the said auxiliary arm, and indicator 
means adapted to register on the said scale mark 
ings, and the said auxiliary arm having a 
straight edge adapted to form With the radial 
arm an angle equal to the angle of the Side cut 
for a hip, valley or jack rafter of a gable roof 
having a rafter rise as registered by the Said 
indicator means On the scale markings afore 
Said. 
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